Assignment 1

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. Due on 2021-02-03, 23:59 IST.

As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1) Management is concerned with creating a work environment which is:
   - Safe and well lit
   - Clean and organized
   - Provides excellent customer service
   - Allows employees to do their work to the best of their ability
   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Accepted Answers:
   - Allows employees to do their work to the best of their ability

2) Someone who works with and through other people by coordinating their work activities in order to accomplish organizational goals is defined as:
   - Assembly line worker
   - Labourer
   - Manager
   - Supervisor
   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Accepted Answers:
   - Manager

3) Which one of the following is not a characteristic of excellent enterprises:
   - Action orientation
   - Entrepreneurial orientation
   - Learned about the needs of their customers
   - Complex organizational structure
   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Accepted Answers:
   - Complex organizational structure

4) What are the three international roles of managers?
   - Figurehead, leader and liaison
   - Monitor, disseminator and spokesperson
   - Director, coordinator and disseminator
   - Entrepreneur, regulator and resource allocator
   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Accepted Answers:
   - Monitor, disseminator and spokesperson

5) Which of the following is a correct order of managerial function?
   - Organizing, planning, controlling and leading
   - Organizing, leading, planning and controlling
   - Planning, organizing, leading and controlling
   - Planning, controlling, leading and organizing
   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Accepted Answers:
   - Planning, organizing, leading and controlling

6) What are the common characteristics of organizations?
   - Distinct purpose
   - Organizational structure
   - Composed of people
   - All of the above
   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Accepted Answers:
   - All of the above

7) All three of Mintzberg's interpersonal roles are part of the ______ function?
   - Organizing
   - Planning
   - Leading
   - Controlling
   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Accepted Answers:
   - Leading

8) Organizing includes:
   - Defining organizational goals
   - Hiring organizational members
   - Motivating organizational members
   - Determining who does what tasks
   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Accepted Answers:
   - Determining who does what tasks

9) Efficiency is defined as:
   - the relationship between inputs and outputs
   - the relationship between costs and benefits
   - the exponential nature of costs and outputs
   - Increasing outputs regardless of cost
   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Accepted Answers:
   - the relationship between inputs and outputs

10) Multistakeholder approach does not include:
    - Profit maximization
    - Motivating stakeholders
    - Ecological safety
    - Social justice
    No, the answer is incorrect.

    Accepted Answers:
    - Profit maximization